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including﻿opportunities﻿ to:﻿experience﻿autonomy﻿and﻿active﻿ learning﻿ (Etkina,﻿2000;﻿Marbach-Ad﻿
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respectively,﻿ to﻿ systematically﻿ investigate﻿ the﻿ impact﻿ of﻿ texting﻿ based﻿ student﻿ questioning﻿ in﻿ his﻿
undergraduate﻿science﻿class.﻿To﻿minimize﻿author﻿bias,﻿the﻿instructor﻿of﻿the﻿course﻿was﻿not﻿involved﻿
in﻿the﻿data﻿collection,﻿analysis,﻿or﻿reporting﻿on﻿these﻿sections﻿of﻿the﻿manuscript.﻿An﻿institutional﻿
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The﻿next﻿ section﻿ is﻿ structured﻿around﻿ the﻿second﻿question﻿ that﻿ focused﻿on﻿ instructor﻿perceptions﻿
regarding﻿the﻿benefits﻿of﻿receiving﻿student﻿text﻿questions﻿by﻿mobile﻿phone﻿or﻿smart﻿glasses.











Table 1. The final set of codes used to analyze the purpose of the student questions
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Figure 1. Final interview codes
Table 2. Findings from analysis of text message questions received from students
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Table 3. Percentages of levels of questions







Note: percentages do not total 100% due to rounding to the nearest integer.
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gut﻿ feeling﻿ is﻿ that﻿ the﻿questions﻿were﻿more﻿well-formed﻿[than﻿ those﻿ from﻿ the﻿ text﻿ to﻿phone]﻿and﻿
thoughtful…I﻿felt﻿there﻿were﻿fewer﻿silly﻿questions.”
The﻿ TAs﻿ seemed﻿ to﻿ agree.﻿ One﻿ in﻿ particular,﻿ described﻿ these﻿questions﻿ as﻿ being﻿ “real”﻿ and﻿
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